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 Kaathala Kaathala Kathalu by K. Bhagyaraj(Sri Dharmasthala) - Free ebook download as PDF File (.pdf) or read book online
for free. Kaathala Kaathala Kathalu by K. Bhagyaraj(Sri Dharmasthala).Q: Using jQuery, I am adding a class to a button. How
do I add this class to all buttons in the DOM? I am making a panel where a user can click on a "Favorite" button to make it his
favorite. I want to add a class to all buttons so I can remove the "favorite" class when the user decides to remove his favorite.
How can I do that? $("Favorite").addClass('favorite').appendTo('#results'); A: You could use the :button selector. $("#results

:button").addClass('favorite'); Alternatively, if you want to use a class, you could assign it to the element.
$("Favorite").addClass('favorite'); As for how you'd go about removing it from the element, there are multiple options. I'd

probably use.removeClass(). You'd have to pass in the class you want to remove. $(".favorite").removeClass("favorite"); Or you
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could loop through the element, and remove the class from each of the items. $("#results :button").each(function() {
$(this).removeClass("favorite"); }); This would be similar to what you see in other languages, like PHP. If you were to create an
array of all the buttons, and then loop through that array, you could remove the class, or you could make it so the "favorite" class

was added to the first element in the array. Update: As for your question in the comment, you would use the.each() like this:
$(this).addClass("favorite"); To create a list, you could use an array, like so: $("Favorites").appendTo("#results"); $("#
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